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Chapter 2651: Sky 

“True grade!” 

“Above ninth grade!” 

The shock of Cui Tong three people was not only expressed in words but also on their faces! 

At this time, how could they still care about whatever win or lose? 

True grade heavenly pill, they had never heard of it before! 

This heavenly pill opened another window for them! 

Not that the Land of Heavenly South’s heavenly medicine technique was not refined, but that the realm 

of true grade was seriously too hard to achieve. 

In the entire Pill Alliance, there were probably barely a handful of people who could refine true grade 

heavenly pills too. 

Heavenly South was merely a tiny place, how could they have seen before this grade of heavenly pill? 

Ye Yuan’s words caused a whirlwind in the arena, everyone burst into an uproar. 

No one had seen before a true grade heavenly pill, no one knew what Ye Yuan said was true or fake at 

all. 

But everything in front of them left them no choice but to believe that this was real! 

“Young Friend Ye, can this true grade heavenly pill be sold to this old man or not?” Cui Tong calmed 

himself down and asked. 

As a grade four heavenly alchemist, he could no longer be described as burning with eagerness 

anymore. 

He could not wait to bring this heavenly pill back and study it carefully. 

However, Ye Yuan shook his head and said indifferently, “This is the Nine Cities Heavenly Pill Summit, 

better do it in accordance with the rules, the highest bidder wins! What this grade two Foundation 

Establishment Heavenly Pill of mine represents is Calm South City.” 

Su Yi’s face turned from shock to ecstasy. 

There was really a silver lining in every cloud! 

This true grade heavenly pill was worth a thousand grade three heavenly pills! 

What did a mere Water Billow City count as? 

Cui Tong nodded slightly and said, “Alright, let’s start the auction now then!” 

He was already too impatient to wait! 
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That auctioneer had a bitter smile on his face and asked, “Master Cui Tong, what’s the base price of this 

heavenly pill?” 

He had never seen before a true grade heavenly pill, there was no precedent! 

“No need for a base price, there’s no restriction on price increment as well, directly get to the bidding. 

Whoever wins with a bid of one heavenly crystal, just take it as they got lucky,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Everyone’s faces turned black, all looking at Ye Yuan with contemptuous faces. 

One piece of heavenly crystal, to think that you could say it out loud! 

Everyone knew that no base price, no restriction on price increment, this sort of situation was the most 

terrifying. 

The final auction price had no bottom line at all! 

God knows how much the final transaction price would be. 

Under the urging of Cui Tong three people, the auction started very soon. 

The auctioneer said loudly, “Now, auctioning a grade two Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill, this 

pill is a true grade that has never appeared in the Land of Heavenly South before! No base price; no 

restrictions on price increase. Now, the bidding begins!” 

“One million!” 

Almost as soon as it was announced, Cui Tong made a bid. 

The number of one million made everyone present suck in a cold breath. 

One had to know, Ge Ling’s Fuxi Pure Yang Pill previously was only auctioned for a price of 600 thousand 

heavenly crystals. 

Now, Cui Tong directly raised it to a million. 

His gaze swept over everyone’s faces and he said coolly, “This pill, this old man is determined to get it!” 

Originally, with a true grade pill coming into being, which of the tycoons present did not want to claim it 

for themselves? 

But Cui Tong’s words already faintly implied a warning. 

Everyone could not refrain from criticizing inwardly but was also helpless about it. 

Cui Tong was not what anyone could afford to provoke. 

Seeing no one speak up, Cui Tong was very satisfied. 

“Two million!” However, right at this time, someone spoke up. 

The source of the voice was precisely from another grade four heavenly alchemist beside Cui Tong. 

Cui Tong’s face turned black and he said in a solemn voice, “Wu Dao, what’s the meaning of this?” 



Wu Dao said coolly, “Old Cui, if it were other things, then forget it. But, the significance of this true 

grade heavenly pill, you and I both understand! Such a good thing, how can this old man not be 

moved?” 

Cui Tong’s face turned black and he gritted his teeth and said, “Five million!” 

“Eight million!” Cui Tong just spoke up when another judge also joined in the melee. 

“Ji Chun! Good, very good, is this old man scared of you? Ten million!” 

As if it was free, Cui Tong directly offered a sky-high price of ten million! 

This kind of bidding directly made many tycoons shrink back at the sight of it. 

They were rich, but compared to these veteran grade four heavenly alchemists, they were weak to the 

max. 

The wealth that a grade four heavenly alchemist possessed might rival a large family clan! 

“20 million!” 

Right at this time, another voice sounded out. 

Everyone was taken aback, but looking in Jiang Li’s direction. 

No one expected that he would open his mouth too. 

Furthermore, he increased it by ten million heavenly crystals in one go! 

In the face of Cui Tong’s murderous gaze, Jiang Li said coolly, “I really want to know just how I’m worse 

than him! Three elders, I’ll be offending! This pill, this Jiang is also determined to get it!” 

Cui Tong snorted coldly and said, “Very good! Each relies on one’s abilities then! 30 million!” 

“33 million!” 

“35 million!” 

… … 

“68 million!” 

When Jiang Li yelled out this price, the three judges finally hesitated. 

Clearly, this price already approached the limit that they could bear. 

It was just that no one expected that Jiang Li’s financial power was actually so great! 

A grade three heavenly alchemist could actually be on par with a grade four heavenly alchemist! 

This true grade heavenly pill held great significance to them. 

Even if they bankrupted themselves, they had to obtain it too. 



If money was gone, it could be earned again. But if this heavenly pill was missed, it would be very 

difficult to encounter again. 

Sure, they could find Ye Yuan and have him refine again. 

But it was very hard! 

Such a valuable heavenly pill, Ye Yuan definitely would not refine it frequently. 

The four people’s bidding made the expressions of each and every one of the tycoons present turn pale. 

Such a crazy scene, it was still their first time seeing it. 

A price of 68 million, what kind of concept was that? 

One year of Thistle South Nine Cities’ tax revenue added up could not reach this figure too! 

“Too freaking exciting! It’s still Your Father’s first time seeing that a grade two heavenly pill can actually 

sell for a sky-high price of 70 million heavenly crystals!” 

“What the hell do you know! As long as the three masters can work out the refining method of the true 

grade heavenly pill, what does 70 million count for?” 

“This is simply snatching money! Crazy! Really insane! I even feel like I can’t breathe anymore!” 

… … 

Although it was not them bidding, each of them had blood-red eyes. 

This scene was really too exciting. 

The auctioneer asked, “68 million, is there any higher, three masters?” 

Seeing that the three did not respond, the auctioneer continued, “68 million going once!” 

“68 million going twice!” 

“68 million going thrice! This true grade heavenly pill belongs to Master Jiang Li!” 

Murmur! 

The audience was in an uproar! 

No one expected that Jiang Li actually really suppressed the three heavyweights in the end. 

The title of Heavenly South’s number one genius was not for show. 

The wealth that he had accumulated these few years was very terrifying. 

Getting this true grade Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill, Jiang Li’s gaze could no longer look 

away. 

“Tsk tsk,?too perfect! How can a heavenly pill be so perfect? I can feel the surging Great Dao 

accumulations inside! I can definitely draw down Great Dao accumulations and reach the realm of true 

grade!” 



Jiang Li was intoxicated, completely forgetting about his previous grudge with Ye Yuan. 

At the same time, Cui Tong three people looked at Jiang Li with unfriendly expressions. 

The envious looks in their eyes could not be concealed no matter what. 
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Once true grade emerged, the subsequent competitions were already completely meaningless. 

Even if they refined until the sky collapsed, it would also be impossible to reach the realm of true grade. 

It would just be beating a dead horse. 

Therefore, Cui Tong simply announced that the Nine Cities Heavenly Pill Summit this time, Calm South 

City took the top spot! 

Seeing Sun Yunjing’s aggrieved face, Su Yi was simply grinning from ear to ear. 

Putting aside feeling exaltation upon fulfillment, their Calm South City would even obtain a huge amount 

of resources. This was a tangible benefit. 

Not only that, Ge Ling’s strength rose after receiving pointers from Ye Yuan. 

Surpassing Zuo Fang was already a foregone conclusion! 

It could be said that Calm South City became the biggest winner of the Nine Cities Heavenly Pill Summit 

this time! 

“Haha,?Master Ye, I, Su, really had my nose up in the air! This Su apologizes to you once more here!” 

Su Yi gave a bow towards Ye Yuan with incomparable sincerity this time. 

He was really convinced! 

His daughter really did a great thing this time. 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said coolly, “Since this matter is over with, forget it.” 

Su Yi saw that Ye Yuan was free from pride and prejudices and immediately climbed up the rope hand 

over hand and said, “Master Ye, this Su sincerely invites you to join our Calm South City. I wonder what 

Master Ye thinks?” 

Before waiting for Ye Yuan to reply, Sun Yunjin suddenly gave a bow to Ye Yuan and said, “Master Ye, 

previously, it was all this Sun who had eyes but couldn’t see! Now, this Sun wants to invite you to join 

Water Billow City! You rest assured. The terms that our Water Billow City offers will definitely be better 

than Calm South City!” 

“Sun Yunjing, you!” Su Yi said in a great rage. 

He did not expect that Sun Yunjing would actually kill-steal! 

Furthermore, comparing resources, Calm South City really could not compare to Water Billow City. 
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Otherwise, they also would not have failed to hire a top master like Zuo Fang. 

Sun Yunjing said indifferently, “Su Yi, Master Ye and you have only met for the first time as well. 

Furthermore, he and Little Girl Su also merely just became acquainted. Since that’s the case, why can’t 

this city lord invite him? Who in the nine cities doesn’t know that this City Lord has always craved talents 

like a thirsty person for water!” 

Su Yi was angered until he clenched his jaws tightly, he knew that what Sun Yunjing said was the truth. 

Previously, everyone all misunderstood that Ye Yuan intentionally got close to Su Yi in order to court Su 

Peiyun. 

Now, everyone knew that it was not the case anymore. 

Master Ye had no interest in Su Peiyun at all. 

Furthermore, Su Peiyun and Master Ye merely met along the way. They were also not some life-and-

death friends. 

Then everyone had a chance, no? 

“Master Ye, our Skybless City invites you to join with the utmost sincerity!” 

“Master Ye …” 

With Sun Yunjing taking the lead, the other few cities’ city lords joined in one after another. 

Each of the terms offered was better than the last. 

Su Yi wished to tear this bunch of fellows to shreds by the side. 

He hurriedly winked at his daughter, Su Peiyun was panicking long ago. 

But what could she say? 

Could she say that their encounter previously was not a happy one? 

Originally she thought that Ye Yuan was just powerful in Martial Dao. She did not expect that his 

Alchemy Dao was even more terrifying than Martial Dao! 

True grade coming into being, it was bound to cause a great sensation in the Land of Heavenly South. 

At this time, she felt that saying anything was feeble. 

Su Peiyun looked at Su Yi with a bitter smile on her face. 

Right at this time, Cui Tong’s cold snort sounded out. He said,?“Humph!?Are the few of you trying to 

snatch people from Heavenly South City?” 

He came in front of Ye Yuan, beaming widely as he said, “Master Ye, Heavenly South City is the capital 

city of the Land of Heavenly South, ruling all of the cities! The resources of Heavenly South City are also 

not comparable to other cities. As long as Master Ye joins Heavenly South City, you can have anything 

you want!” 



These words made everyone’s faces change abruptly. 

Even Master Cui Tong actually already started to call him as Master Ye! 

Heavenly South City snatching people, what business did the others still have? 

At this time, everyone’s eyes were focused on Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan had a calm expression on his face, unable to tell what he was thinking. 

Boom! 

Suddenly, spiritual energy surged in the arena. 

The heaven and earth spiritual energy from all directions gathered over here crazily. 

“Hahaha?… I understand! I finally understand! Incredible! Truly impressive! It’s well-deserving of being 

true grade, a mere grade two heavenly pill actually let me break through!” Within the venue, Jiang Li’s 

loud laughter sounded out. 

It turned out that Jiang Li actually broke through! 

After obtaining the true grade Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill, Jiang Li’s mind was fully 

absorbed in it. 

He did not know the slightest about outside matters. 

After observing for a long time, Jiang Li could not understand the profound aspect of the true grade 

heavenly pill too. 

Hence, he simply swallowed it in one gulp. 

The best way to feel a medicinal pill was to take it. 

In his view, no matter how powerful this true grade heavenly pill was, it was also a merely grade two 

heavenly pill. There would not be any effect. 

He had to comprehend it carefully and grasp the mystery of the true grade heavenly pill. 

As a result, once the Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill entered his abdomen, a wild power of rule 

surged within his body. 

The small world in his body seemed to have been inspired by something. 

At that moment, the realm of Jade Sovereign Heaven that he failed to break through for a long time, 

actually broke through! 

Sublime Realm to Sovereign Realm was a huge threshold. 

Recalling back then, Luo Yunqing’s sword intent was astonishing, and he was likewise at a standstill in 

front of this gate for a long time. 

If not for him forcing himself into a desperate situation so that he could risk it all, he probably would not 

have broken through so easily either. 



It could be seen how difficult it was for Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum to break through to Jade 

Sovereign Heavenly Stratum! 

Even though Jiang Li was extremely talented, he had stagnated in front of this step for a long time too. 

It was precisely because he failed to break through for a long time, that he chose to join Water Billow 

City, and change the environment to comprehend the world. 

It was just that the effect was not good. 

He never dreamed that a measly little grade two heavenly pill actually let him break through! 

Everyone was shocked to the core. 

A grade two heavenly pill let a Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum break through? 

At this moment, Cui Tong, Wu Dao, Ji Chun, Su Yi, Sun Yunjing, their gazes stopped on Ye Yuan’s face. 

They looked at this young face and felt that it was mysterious to the extreme. 

“This … True grade heavenly pill is actually so fearsome! A tiny little grade two heavenly pill actually 

helped a Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum break through to Jade Sovereign Heavenly Stratum!” The 

shock in Cui Tong’s heart was written all over his face. 

Everything that happened today simply subverted his understanding. 

“Is this true grade? Above ninth grade, truly incredible!” Wu Dao also exclaimed with admiration. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Actually, the Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill that you all look down 

on most is the strongest heavenly pill! It’s not that a true grade heavenly pill is very strong. Jiang Li’s 

cultivation realm has originally reached the peak of Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum, being only a 

hair’s breadth away from Jade Sovereign Heavenly Stratum. Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill is 

about cleansing the marrow and rebuilding the foundation. It can let a mortal body be reborn anew and 

enter Heavenly Stratum. And true grade heavenly pills integrate Great Dao accumulations; not only did 

it strengthen the medicinal effect, it can even spur comprehension ability! Jiang Li breaking through 

under this kind of circumstances isn’t coincidental.” 

Hearing Ye Yuan’s explanation, Cui Tong and the rest felt like it was another language. 

The most basic Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill was actually the strongest heavenly pill! 

To them, the strongest meant pursuing more difficult heavenly pills and higher quality heavenly pills. 

No one would waste their energy on the measly little Foundation Establishment Heavenly Pill. 

But at this time, they discovered that they were really wrong. 

Ye Yuan’s statement had subverted their understanding! 
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Breaking through to Jade Sovereign Heavenly Stratum, every pore on Jiang Li’s body felt relaxed. 
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That feeling of invigoration was truly indescribable. 

He walked towards Ye Yuan slowly and gave a bow respectfully as he said, “Many thanks, Master Ye! 

Competing with Master Ye previously was Jiang Li overestimating my own ability, Jiang Li knows my 

mistake!” 

This scene made everyone present incredibly shocked. 

They all knew how proud Heavenly South’s number one genius was. 

Now, Jiang Li actually put aside his pride and showed Ye Yuan the etiquette of a disciple! 

Spent a sky-high price of 68 million to buy a grade two heavenly pill, and even gave a disciple’s bow to 

the other person. 

This was simply unimaginable to a peerless genius. 

But Jiang Li did it! 

Cui Tong three people exchanged a glance, all seeing the shock in each other’s eyes. 

Jiang Li was the same as them, coming from Heavenly South Pill Hall. 

Jiang Li’s pride, they were very clear about it in their hearts. 

To be able to make the proud Jiang Li do so, it was absolutely not because he broke through, but that 

after he consumed the true grade heavenly pill, he became deeply aware of the gap between him and 

Ye Yuan! 

This kind of disparity was sufficient to make him give a disciple’s bow! 

Of the people present, only Jiang Li took the true grade heavenly pill. Only he understood the prowess of 

the true grade heavenly pill best as well. 

The others could only indirectly understand it from the breakthrough image. 

Very clearly, the true grade heavenly pill was even more remarkable than they imagined! 

“Mn.”?Ye Yuan just grunted indifferently, considered to have answered. 

Jiang Li gave another bow and said, “Jiang Li is willing to serve by Master Ye’s side. Master Ye, please 

kindly allow it.” 

Ye Yuan fell silent. 

Clearly, he was hesitating. 

Everyone’s gazes were glued on Ye Yuan. 

Only after a long time did he nod his head and say, “Can!” 

Ye Yuan was bearing the enmity of the sect’s destruction. He must return to the Five Great Heavenly 

Regions. 

He must destroy the Pill Alliance! 



But he could not destroy the Pill Alliance alone. 

The Pill Alliance’s strength was too powerful! 

Putting aside that terrifying Alliance Chief, Huangfu Cloudthink could likely break through to Saint 

Sovereign Realm before long too. 

Also, that Xiao Feibai, his strength was also sect master level. 

Even Cang Yongning could refine true grade heavenly pills. Ye Yuan did not feel that the Pill Alliance’s 

Alliance Chief could not refine true grade heavenly pills. 

Now that the Pill Alliance had unified the Five Great Heavenly Regions, their strength would advance by 

leaps and bounds even more. 

Ye Yuan needed powerful strength as well as a powerful faction. 

Since that was the case, why not set up a force that belonged to him in this Land of Heavenly South? 

The Pill Pavilion was gone. He should rebuild the Pill Pavilion in Heavenly South then! 

Jiang Li was overjoyed when he heard that and came behind Ye Yuan, standing to one side respectfully. 

This scene dumbfounded everyone with astonishment. 

Breaking through to Jade Sovereign Heaven, Jiang Li was equivalent to becoming a grade four heavenly 

alchemist. 

But he actually put aside his pride to follow Ye Yuan! 

At this time, Ge Ling suddenly said, “Master Ye, this disciple also wants to follow by your side!” 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and said, “Allowed!” 

Ge Ling was overjoyed and also came behind Ye Yuan, standing obediently. 

Cui Tong three people exchanged glances, all shocked beyond words. 

And at this time, Ye Yuan slowly stood up, cupped his fists to everyone, and said, “Apologies, everyone. 

Miss Su and Huang Haoyan gave me a lift on the sea. It’s also considered to have rendered me 

considerable help. This Ye had better stay in Calm South City.” 

Hearing this, regardless of whether it was Cui Tong or Sun Yunjing, they all had disappointed expressions 

on their faces. 

But Su Yi was wild with ecstasy. 

He even despaired just now. He did not expect that there was a glimpse of hope in the dark, Ye Yuan 

actually stayed. 

Such a master staying in Calm South City, the benefits were unimaginable. 

Even if Calm South City propped him up, there was no problem at all too. 



Su Yi already expected that after tomorrow, Calm South City would definitely become the center of the 

entire Land of Heavenly South. 

Countless powerhouses would gather here. 

This situation was absolutely greatly beneficial to him, this city lord. 

Boom! 

Crack! Crack! 

Before Su Yi had time to be happy, he was taken aback by a thunderbolt in clear weather. 

“This bright blue sky, how can there be such a thunder-clapping noise? Quick, go out and take a look,” 

Su Yi said with a frown. 

His subordinate received the order and hurriedly went out to inquire. 

Momentarily, the subordinate returned and reported, “City Lord Your Excellency, the wind and clouds 

suddenly changed outside. There are dark clouds gathering overhead, lightning flashing, and thunder 

rumbling with rain falling in torrents!” 

Cui Tong also frowned and said, “Why did the weather suddenly change? Could it be that something 

happened? Come! Let’s go out and take a look!” 

Everyone went out and their expressions immediately changed drastically. 

In broad daylight, the weather turned completely dark. 

Dark clouds covered the sky. 

The torrential rain became a continuous line, pouring into the city frantically. 

When Su Yi saw the situation, his expression changed wildly and he said, “At this rate of pouring, the 

seawater will inevitably rise! Once the true spirit sea race invades, the consequences will be too ghastly 

to imagine! Quickly pass the order, gather the subjects of the surrounding counties and have them 

retreat to Calm South City!” 

Cui Tong’s expression was solemn as he said, “This situation, could it be …” 

Wu Dao who was by the side nodded and said, “It should be. It’s the Thistle South Royal Clan’s Creation 

Heavenly Rain Secret Technique! But this scale of secret technique, the Thistle South Royal Clan 

probably mobilized no less than ten grade four high priests! Unleashing this level of secret technique will 

wear the high priests down immensely. They probably won’t be able to move within 30 years! What 

manner of lunacy is the Thistle South Royal Clan going through?” 

Su Yu’s expression changed wildly when he heard that and said, “It’s actually the Creation Heavenly Rain 

Secret Technique! Is the Thistle South Royal Clan launching a sea war? This … How is this possible?” 

A sea war was an all-out war! 

This scale would virtually affect the entire Land of Heavenly South. No one would be spared. 



In this kind of war, there would be countless casualties, regardless of whether it was Heavenly South’s 

various races or the sea race. 

But the most deadly casualties would naturally still be Heavenly South’s various races. 

For so many years, although the Land of Heavenly South had had a lot of friction with the Thistle South 

Sea Region, they mostly neither hurt nor itched. 

This degree of sea war had happened before too, but those were all special circumstances. 

However, this time, the Thistle South Royal Clan suddenly launched a sea war without the slightest 

warning in advance. 

Creation Heavenly Rain Secret Technique was the sea race’s high priests summoning heavenly rain 

through the rule of water! 

Through large-scale rainfall, forcibly creating a sea and attacking the city from there! 

When Su Yi and the rest saw this scene, how could they not be shocked? 

Cui Tong had a solemn expression as he said, “This matter is by no means insignificant! We must inform 

Heavenly South City right away and let City Lord His Excellency send an army over! But it’s probably too 

late already! This sea war this time is too sudden!” 

Su Yi was anxious until he stomped his foot. Gnashing his teeth, he said, “Why? Why is it like this? Our 

Land of Heavenly South has long already established a treaty with the Thistle South Royal Clan, to 

absolutely not launch a sea war within a thousand years! Why are they going against the agreement?” 

The Thistle South Royal Clan taking action was no longer what a puny little Calm South City could resist. 

They could eradicate Calm South City by casually sending a group of Jade Sovereign Heavens over. 

But in the crowd, Ye Yuan’s eyes flickered. 

This sudden change made him think of Su Peiyun and the others being hunted down at sea. 

According to what Su Peiyun they all said, the merfolk clan should not have pursued frenziedly to that 

extent. 

Yet, they did it. 

This bunch of people robbed their treasure vault. Very clearly, there was something that they attached 

great importance to inside. 

Now, even the Thistle South Royal Clan was alarmed. 

Then it was very likely that even the royal clan attached great importance to the lost item too! 

Could it be that conch? 
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“Huang Haoyan, take that conch out and let everyone see it,” Ye Yuan said. 
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He did not recognize it, but it did not mean that these Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouses did not 

know it either. 

After all, they had been dealing with the sea race for many years. It was also not strange to recognize 

the royal clan’s treasures. 

Huang Haoyan complied with his words and took the conch out. 

“Elder Cui, I wonder if you all recognize this object?” Ye Yuan asked. 

When Cui Tong saw the conch, his expression changed wildly and he said, “This … Could this be the 

legendary Emerald Sea Divine Conch?” 

“Emerald Sea Divine Conch?” Ye Yuan asked curiously. 

Cui Tong’s expression became unprecedentedly solemn, and he said, “The Emerald Sea Divine Conch is 

the ultimate clan treasure of the Thistle South Sea Region Royal Clan. Its power is boundless! I heard 

that it’s a low-grade grandmist treasure!” 

“Grandmist treasure?” Ye Yuan had a puzzled look. He had not heard of grandmist treasure before. 

When the Pill Alliance’s Alliance Chief took out the grandmist treasure, he had already been sent into 

the void. 

But Cui Tong had a solemn look as he said, “Above heavenly spirit treasure is grandmist treasure! 

Grandmist treasure. That’s the weapon of Saint Sovereign Heaven powerhouses. Its power is 

unimaginable. There’s no mistake. The appearance of this sea conch is exactly the same as what this old 

man heard about! It’s just that this old man can’t feel its power, but I don’t know why.” 

Huang Haoyan and Su Peiyun’s faces turned deathly pale. Only then did they know that they had gotten 

into big trouble. 

No wonder back then the merfolk tribe would actually pursue so relentlessly. 

Presumably, the merfolk tribe knew the importance of it. That was why they reported it to the Thistle 

South Royal Clan, resulting in the sea war this time. 

The moment Su Yi heard, he said in a great rage, “Huang Haoyan, look what you’ve done!” 

He did not expect that Huang Haoyan and his daughter actually got into such big trouble. 

Now, he wished to smack Huang Haoyan to death with one slap. 

Huang Haoyan’s complexion turned ashen. Kneeling on the ground with a thud, he cried bitterly as he 

said, “C-City Lord Your Excellency, I really didn’t know! If I had long known that the Emerald Sea Divine 

Conch was in the merfolk tribe, I wouldn’t have dared to take it even if I had ten times the courage!” 

Su Yi gnashed his teeth in hatred and said, “What’s the use of saying this now? If you have the capability, 

go and talk to the Thistle South Royal Clan!” 

The other people’s faces were also unfriendly. 

Clearly, they were very displeased with Huang Haoyan. 



After all, the implications of this matter were too great! 

The entire Land of Heavenly South would probably be swept into this war. 

“Father, it has nothing to do with Big Brother Yan! It was Daughter who took this Emerald Sea Divine 

Conch out from the merfolk tribe’s Treasure Depository Pavilion!” Su Peiyun also knelt down and said. 

“You!” Su Yi was angered until he almost vomited blood. 

Just now, when he blew his top, it seemed like he was in a thundering rage, but actually, he had the 

intention of taking his daughter out. 

Su Yi knew that going to the merfolk tribe was led by Huang Haoyan. 

Since that was the case, let him bear the responsibility then. 

He did not expect that his daughter actually jumped out herself! 

Under the watchful gazes of the people, how could he still defend her? 

Huang Haoyan’s gaze suddenly turned intent, and he said in a solemn voice, “City Lord Your Excellency 

and seniors, this matter was orchestrated by me alone. It has nothing to do with others! Peiyun only 

used the Water Concealment Pearl to sneak into the merfolk tribe after listening to me! This matter, 

Haoyan will bear it all myself! I’ll bring the Emerald Sea Divine Conch now and go explain it clearly to the 

Thistle South Royal Clan!” 

The current Huang Haoyan, the cowardly look in his eyes had disappeared. 

What replaced it was the responsibility that a man assumed! 

The moment Su Yi heard, a hint of surprise flashed across his eyes. 

He did not expect that Huang Haoyan would actually say something like this. 

It seemed like this boy had genuine feelings for his daughter. 

However, between Huang Haoyan and his daughter, he would obviously choose his daughter. 

“Okay! The trouble that you caused, resolve it yourself!” Su Yi said in a solemn voice. 

The others did not stop him and just observed with cool detachment. 

Causing this kind of catastrophe, doing so was ought to be. 

“Father!” Su Peiyun had tears in her eyes as she said shrilly. 

Huang Haoyan received the Emerald Sea Divine Conch and said to Su Peiyun with a smile, “Peiyun, don’t 

mess around! This matter was caused by me in the first place. It should naturally be shouldered by me! 

City Lord Su isn’t wrong, don’t hate him!” 

“But …” Su Peiyun said in tears. 

“There’s no but! If there’s a next life, we’ll still be together!” Huang Haoyan kissed Su Peiyun in front of 

everyone. 



This scene should have been beautiful, but at this time, it seemed very bleak. 

Everyone knew that when Huang Haoyan left, he would definitely die beyond a doubt. 

Whether or not the sea race would still continue to launch the sea war after accepting the Emerald Sea 

Divine Conch was hard to say. 

But Huang Haoyan would definitely die. 

Finished saying, Huang Haoyan turned around and left. 

Right at this time, Ye Yuan suddenly spoke up. He said, “Hold on!” 

Huang Haoyan was taken aback and gave a bow toward Ye Yuan and asked, “What advice does Master 

Ye have?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “I’ll accompany you.” 

The moment these words came out, everyone’s expressions changed abruptly. 

Facing the sea race army, even a Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouse would not dare to go out too, let 

alone a puny little Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum? 

Was Ye Yuan tired of living, accompanying Huang Haoyan to go and die? 

“No! You mustn’t at this time!” Before Huang Haoyan spoke, Cui Tong immediately turned it down. 

Jiang Li also urged, “How noble is Master Ye’s status? How can you risk your life?” 

There was the secret of true grade heavenly pill on Ye Yuan! 

This held extraordinary significance to the Land of Heavenly South. 

But he was actually going to send himself to death! 

The group of city lords spoke up one after another, stopping Ye Yuan from going out. 

Just one sentence and the warmth in Huang Haoyan’s heart could not be described using words at all. 

Although the trouble was caused by him. 

But at this time, he hoped that someone could come forward and speak up for him. 

He did not do it on purpose! 

He just made an unintentional mistake! 

But no! 

The people present all treated him like he was a jinx, casting him aside like a pair of worn-out shoes. 

If a Jade Sovereign Heaven came forward at this time and accompanied him, his hope of surviving would 

greatly increase! 

But there was no one! 



He did not expect that at this time, Ye Yuan would come forward! 

“Master Ye, Haoyan appreciates your good intentions! But your status is noble and can’t accompany me 

to go and die! It’s better for Haoyan to go alone for this!” Huang Haoyan said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Who told you and I’m accompanying you to go die? This Ye hasn’t lived 

enough yet! Alright. This matter is settled like this. You all don’t need to persuade anymore.” 

But Cui Tong said in a solemn voice, “Young Master Ye, this absolutely won’t do! You can’t go!” 

He looked like if Ye Yuan insisted on it, he would definitely use force. 

But Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Elder Cui, you can’t make me stay! We can make a bet. If you make a 

move against me today, it will be impossible for a true grade heavenly pill to appear in the Land of 

Heavenly South anymore! If you don’t believe me, feel free to make a move.” 

He naturally knew Cui Tong’s thoughts. The reason why these people were so polite to him, was 

naturally in hopes that he would pass down the method of true grade. 

Therefore, this was what they cared about most, and not him. 

In contrast, Huang Haoyan was much more sincere. 

Cui Tong’s gaze turned intent, a look of struggle appeared in his eyes. 

How could a puny little Greater Sublime Heaven possibly escape from the hands of a Jade Sovereign 

Heaven? 

But Ye Yuan’s calm appearance made him somewhat lacking in confidence. 

If he really pushed Ye Yuan into a corner but failed to control him, then the consequences would be 

severe. 

Ye Yuan ignored Cui Tong and said to Su Yi, “City Lord Su, prepare some heavenly medicines for me 

according to the list in this jade slip. The more the merrier!” 

On the city wall, Cui Tong, Su Yi, and the rest all turned pale. 

In the distance, it was full of seafolk in a dense swarm, a vast expanse stretching to infinity. 

The Thistle South Sea Region’s area was extremely vast. The area was more than ten times that of the 

land area of Heavenly South. 

The Thistle South Royal Clan commanded dozens of large and small tribes, numbering in the hundreds of 

millions. 

“This … This is also too terrifying! The Thistle South Royal Clan moved the entire Thistle South Sea 

Region over!” Su Yi said in a trembling voice. 

At this time, Calm South City was surrounded tightly in all directions by the sea race like an iron bucket, 

with no way out at all. 



Even if a Jade Sovereign Heaven came out, no need for the sea race’s Jade Sovereign Heavens to make a 

move, they would probably be piled to death by people too. 

Cui Tong said in a solemn voice, “Huang Haoyan this boy really deserves a thousand times over!” 

Many people nodded their heads, clearly agreeing a lot with this statement. 

Right, you might not have intended it, but so many people had to be buried in death with you! 

“Sigh, a shame about Ye Yuan! Really don’t know how that boy thinks, to actually want to accompany 

Huang Haoyan to go and die! Could it be that he thinks that he’s a Saint Sovereign Heaven 

powerhouse?” Sun Yunjing shook his head and said. 

In the end, Cui Tong still did not choose to make a move. 

No matter how one looked at it, Ye Yuan had an incomparably powerful faction behind him. 

This kind of genius disciple, how could he possibly not have any treasures on him to defend himself? 

If he was captured, it was still fine. But if he could not capture him, not only would the true grade 

heavenly pill go up in smoke, it might even bring down a powerful force against them. 

Right now, the Thistle South sea race this hurdle was already a pain. If new problems cropped up again 

unexpectedly, he could not shoulder the responsibility. 

Therefore, he could only allow Ye Yuan to mess around. 

“Alright, let us go out!” At this time, Ye Yuan’s indifferent voice came from the bottom of the city wall. 

The city gates opened. A small boat followed the current and steered in the direction of the seafolk 

army. 

On the boat, Huang Haoyan was trembling. 

Before coming out, he could say it very confidently. 

But when it really came down to it, he still could not help becoming scared. 

Especially that there was a dense crowd of seafolk in front, how could he not be afraid? 

“M-Master Ye, a-aren’t you afraid?” Huang Haoyan’s tongue was somewhat knotted. 

He saw that Ye Yuan was very calm and did not know where Ye Yuan’s confidence came from. 

Even Heavenly South City Lord also could not possibly be as calm as Ye Yuan when facing such a large 

army. 

Ye Yuan patted his shoulder and said with a smile, “If you have the strength, you’ll naturally have the 

confidence! Just relax. There’s nothing to be scared of. Actually, the ones who are not to be trifled with 

the most in this world are heavenly alchemists.” 

Huang Haoyan rolled his eyes. The heavenly alchemists on top of city walls, even if there were not more 

than 50 of them, at least there were 30 of them. 



But no one talked like Ye Yuan! 

However, seeing that Ye Yuan was so calm, Huang Haoyan’s mood really eased up a little and was no 

longer as scared as he was before. 

Very soon, the small boat floated in front of the seafolk army. 

In virtually an instant, the two were surrounded tightly by countless shrimp soldiers and crab generals. 

Huang Haoyan’s complexion turned ashen pale once again. 

The powerful pressure made him virtually unable to breathe, unable to even speak. 

“Two Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum little fellows actually dare to come and seek death! Flay the 

two of their skins and hold it up to make flag posts!” A black-robed general with a fish head and human 

body shouted loudly. 

This black shark seafolk had the cultivation of peak Jade Sovereign Heaven, his strength astonishing. 

Clearly, he was the commander-in-chief for this army. 

He did not give Ye Yuan two people a chance to explain either, directly killing them! 

Ye Yuan’s face fell, and he said in a cold voice, “I have the thing that you all want!” 

As he said, he raised the Emerald Sea Divine Conch high up. 

When the black shark commander saw the Emerald Sea Divine Conch, his gaze suddenly turned sharp 

and he cried out in surprise, “Emerald Sea Divine Conch! It’s indeed the Emerald Sea Divine Conch! What 

are you all still in a dash for? Kill the two of them for me and seize the Emerald Sea Divine Conch!” 

Under his word of command, countless seafolk rushed forward in swarms. 

Ye Yuan’s face fell. He did not expect that the other party was actually so unreasonable! 

The rule where delegates must not be killed when two countries were at war, completely did not exist in 

the other party’s eyes. 

“Humph!” 

Ye Yuan gave a cold snort, sword energy suddenly rippling out. 

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh! 

It was only to see sword light flashing. Within a few breaths of time, he already reaped the lives of 

hundreds of seafolk! 

Huang Haoyan was dumbfounded with shock from watching and exclaimed in surprise, “This is the 

second form of Great Dao Transformation! No wonder Master Ye could repel the merfolk tribe with his 

power alone!” 

On top of the city walls, when Cui Tong and the rest saw this scene too, each and every one of them was 

incredibly shocked. 



“This boy is also too monstrous! I thought that his alchemy path strength was so impressive, so his 

martial arts was probably not that good. Unexpectedly, he actually comprehended Great Dao 

Transformation. Furthermore, he already broke through to the second form! He’s virtually invincible in 

Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum already!” Cui Tong said in shock. 

Su Yi also said in shock, “How on earth did he cultivate? Being proficient in both alchemy and martial 

arts, each one is immensely formidable!” 

But Wu Dao shook his head and said with a sigh, “It’s no use! He’s just a Greater Sublime Heavenly 

Stratum. No matter how strong his martial arts is, it’s impossible to kill his way out too!” 

Everyone’s expressions changed, becoming heavy. 

Sending such a genius to go and die, it was too much of a shame. 

The black shark commander’s eyes also turned intent and he said in a solemn voice, “Limitless Sublime 

Heavenly Stratum generals, kill this boy for me!” 

This sound naturally landed in Ye Yuan’s ears too. 

He gave a cold snort and said, “Looks like when dealing with you barbarians, it’s superfluous to pay 

courtesy first! Then, let’s draw arms before greeting!” 

Ye Yuan stomped his feet, a light halo quickly spread out with him as the center. 

Around him, the eyes of the seafolk all rolled back and they collapsed. 

Even Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratums were not immune too! 

Those Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratums that came to kill Ye Yuan all seemed to have been hit by a 

paralyzing hex, then fell into the water, convulsing endlessly! 

With Ye Yuan as the center, all those seafolk were all paralyzed. 

300 feet! 

1000 feet! 

One mile! 

Ten miles! 

In several breaths of time, all of the seafolk within a radius of ten miles were all paralyzed. 

On the surface of the water, those seafolk already had their fish bellies facing the sky, unable to fight 

anymore. 

“What! This … How is this possible?” 

When the black shark commander saw this scene, his eyes became wide-saucers! 

Not just him, those people on top of the city wall likewise had astonished faces. 

“This … What’s going on?” 



“My God, this speed of killing is also too quick, right?” 

“The number of seafolk in a ten-mile radius, there are probably several hundred thousand, right? They 

all died in a few breaths of time?” 

… … 

The muscles on the faces of Cui Tong and the rest were almost spasming out. 

No one thought that Ye Yuan actually still had this kind of terrifying means. 

Forget about the Lesser Sublime Heavenly Stratums and Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratums, even for 

Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum powerhouses, they were all eliminated. 

This kind of means was simply inconceivable! 

This was the Windward Topple after Ye Yuan improved it! 

The poison usage of Windward Topple was spread through the wind. 

After Ye Yuan improved it, the poison could be quickly applied through water currents! 

Furthermore, under this kind of torrential storm, the spreading speed of Windward Topple was even 

faster through the poison formation! 

“This … This … My eyes aren’t failing me, right?” Huang Haoyan already closed his eyes to await death 

just now. Who knew that in a blink of an eye, the surrounding area became flat. 

Ye Yuan looked at the black shark commander from afar and said in a solemn voice, “Moron, can we talk 

nicely now?” 
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“What did you say?” 

When the black shark commander heard that, he was immediately furious. 

The seafolk had bloodthirsty temperaments to begin with and were very irritable. How could he endure 

Ye Yuan’s contemptuous tone? 

“I said, moron!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

“Foolish human, you’ll pay the price for your stupidity!” 

The black shark commander’s gaze turned dark, and he suddenly opened his gaping maws wide. 

A huge wave suddenly swept up from the water surface under Ye Yuan’s feet, instantly engulfing Ye 

Yuan. 

An enormous water column rose to the sky, forming a huge whirlpool. 

It could be gathered that the Ye Yuan inside the whirlpool was probably directly ground into dregs 

already. 
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Seeing this, the black shark commander said smugly,?“Heh,?stupid human!” 

On top of the city walls, Cui Tong and the rest all sighed heavily. 

A peerless genius actually fell just like this! 

Although talented, he was a fool! 

Provoking the seafolk commander like this, how could there be the logic of not dying? 

“Moron, what are you being pleased about?” Ye Yuan’s voice sounded out again. 

His body turned from illusory to solid. 

That water column did not hit him at all! 

The black shark commander trembled all over and said in astonishment, “Fine lad, spatial rule!” 

Ye Yuan nodded slowly and said,?“Mn,?at least you have some knowledge, moron. Then can we talk 

nicely now?” 

Ye Yuan repeatedly calling him a moron created a rage in the black shark’s heart. 

His gaze turned dark and he said in a cold voice, “Boy, do you really think that this general can’t do 

anything to you?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Of course, you have ways to deal with me. But, before you kill me, I can assure 

you that these numerous underlings that you brought, those below Jade Sovereign Heavenly Stratum 

will all die! All these earlier were just a warning. If you’re still impervious to reason, you can give it a try. 

If you really piss me off, your Thistle South Royal Clan will be a lone general without an army in the 

future!” 

The black shark commander’s gaze turned dark, and he said with a cold snort, “Despicable human! You 

snatched our Emerald Sea Divine Conch and actually still dare to be so rude!” 

He was afraid! 

To tell the truth, the scene of Ye Yuan instantly killing ten miles worth of seafolk just now made him 

extremely fearful. 

These seafolk were not dead yet, but next time, it would not necessarily be the case! 

This boy’s method of poisoning was inconceivable. 

This time, they brought more than 60% of the seafolk’s combat force! 

If they all fell here, then the Thistle South Sea Race would really suffer a great loss in vitality. 

Furthermore, the Thistle South Sea Race was not peaceful across the four seas, they had extremely 

powerful opponents all around too. 

Once all these combat forces died out, then the Thistle South Royal Clan would definitely be replaced. 

He could not afford this! 



Ye Yuan said with a faint smile, “If you were so obedient earlier, wouldn’t it have been settled? The two 

of us came to return the Emerald Sea Divine Conch, and you were shouting and wrangling to kill us the 

moment you saw us, how rude! Now, you’re blaming us for being rude? Is it that if the two of us were 

directly killed by you, it would be called being polite?” 

The black shark’s face turned black, and he said in a solemn voice, “Since it’s to return the Emerald Sea 

Divine Conch, hand it over!” 

Ye Yuan rolled his eyes and said crossly, “Moron, does your fish brain work or not? Want the Emerald 

Sea Divine Conch, sure. But shouldn’t your sea race show some sincerity first? I think that you’re not the 

person in charge here, right? Get the person in charge to come out!” 

This black shark general’s brain was completely stiff, he only knew how to shout and wrangle. 

How could this sort of person lead an operation of hundreds of millions of seafolk? 

“Blackrain, step down.” 

The black shark commander still wanted to say something but was stopped by a voice. 

Hearing this voice, the black shark commander immediately became incomparably respectful and 

stepped aside. 

In the sea race army, a youth with the head of a dragon and the body of a human slowly walked out. 

“Yes, Dragon Son, Your Highness!” Blackrain said respectfully. 

At this time, Cui Tong and the rest exchanged glances on top of the city walls. 

Everyone looked at each other, all shocked to the extreme. 

Ye Yuan really suppressed the Thistle South Royal Clan all by himself! 

“He really did it! The dragon son showing himself, the sea race has already agreed to negotiate under Ye 

Yuan’s oppression! We all thought that he went to deliver himself to death. In the end, he really did it!” 

Cui Tong drew a cold breath as he was speaking. 

Ye Yuan’s series of methods left him bedazzled. 

Especially the scene of paralyzing a ten miles radius of seafolk through the poison formation, the impact 

of that scene was too strong. 

A puny little Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum stood amidst countless seafolk but was akin to a demon 

god. 

In fact, even the sea race army, the peak Jade Sovereign Heaven Blackrain, could not do anything to him 

as well! 

“Master Ye is really divine!” Jiang Li said in surprise. 

Everyone nodded their heads, being already speechless. 

Who said that Ye Yuan went to seek death? 



The dragon son looked at Ye Yuan and said in a solemn voice, “Boy, you were so confident that no one 

among my sea race can suppress you?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Looks like you’re a member of the royal clan. You don’t need to say this sort of 

outwardly threatening, but inwardly trembling words to me. If I was scared of you all, I naturally 

wouldn’t have dared to come out either. If you want to kill me, sure. But you’ll need to be prepared to 

suffer heavy losses. I’ll give you a chance. You can try it again! But this time, it won’t be an anesthetic 

anymore!” 

The dragon son’s dragon face seemed to have an ugly look. 

The Thistle South Royal Clan was an existence that the entire Land of Heavenly South dreaded. But now, 

it suffered a loss in front of a boy. 

The dragon son said in a solemn voice, “You humans stole my royal clan’s treasure and actually still dare 

to threaten me. Do you really think that this dragon son doesn’t dare to fight it out?” 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “Dragon Son, Your Highness, what the truth of this matter is, I believe 

that you’re aware in your heart. How did your royal clan’s ultimate treasure end up in the merfolk 

tribe’s Treasure Depository Pavilion? This brother of mine was also just lucky enough to be there at the 

time. That’s how he accidentally took the treasure away. To really talk about it, it’s still your own 

people’s problem!” 

The dragon son could not help feeling dejected. This incident was indeed their problem. 

But, of course, they would not admit it. 

Actually, this matter was really a coincidence. 

His younger sister, Huan Qin, was born from his royal father and a concubine of the merfolk tribe and 

was deeply adored by Royal Father. 

Yet, this lass relied on Royal Father’s doting and committed all manners of misconduct in the Dragon 

Palace. 

This time, she even stole the Emerald Sea Divine Conch and quietly brought it back to her maternal-side 

family, and casually threw it into the merfolk tribe’s Treasure Depository Pavilion. 

As it happened, Huang Haoyan and party caught up and directly took it away. 

In reality, Huang Haoyan was really an ultimate scapegoat. 

However, this sort of thing, the dragon son would not say it even if he was beaten to death. 

The dragon son was somewhat impatient and waved his hand and said, “Enough nonsense! Hurry up 

and hand the Emerald Sea Divine Conch over! Otherwise, I want to see whether or not you can really 

poison my army to death!” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Dragon Son, are you taking me to be a fool? Want the Emerald Sea Divine 

Conch, sure! You all immediately stop casting the Creation Heavenly Rain Secret Technique and retreat 



to the coastline! Ten days later, I’ll bring the Emerald Sea Divine Conch and return it to the original 

owner there!” 

“No way!” 

Dragon Son waved his hand and immediately rejected it. He said, “You humans are the most 

untrustworthy. If you don’t return it after ten days, what about it?” 

In order to launch the sea war this time, the Thistle South Royal Clan expended a huge price too. 

How could they possibly let him withdraw just like this? 

In reality, wanting the Emerald Sea Divine Conch was one thing. They were originally planning to teach 

the humans a painful lesson too. 
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“Heh,?being a grandmist treasure, I can’t imagine its power. If I return it to you guys now, wouldn’t it be 

tantamount to handing my own life to you?” Ye Yuan shook his head and said. 

The ten days’ time that he fought for, it was actually for Heavenly South to gather troops. 

If he returned the Emerald Sea Divine Conch and the other party went back on their word, it would be 

hard to guarantee that there would not be a big battle. 

The dragon son frowned and said, “No matter what, there’s no way we’ll agree to your terms.” 

Ye Yuan smiled coldly and said, “It looks like your goal isn’t just the Emerald Sea Divine Conch! Since 

that’s the case, then there’s no choice. Let’s showcase our true abilities then!” 

Done talking, Ye Yuan stomped his foot. The power of a grand array suddenly rippled out. 

When those seafolk saw this scene, their expressions immediately changed drastically and fled like 

crazy. 

Even the dragon son’s expression turned slightly pale too. 

He was only a Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum powerhouse and could not block Ye Yuan’s poison! 

The dragon son said, “Consider yourself ruthless! We’ll withdraw! However, you have to make an origin 

divinity contract with this dragon son. If one party violates it, heaven and earth will destroy him!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “As it ought to be!” 

… … 

The torrential rain ceased and the tide receded. 

On the city wall, everyone saw the sea race leave with the waves and felt like they just had a dream. 

The Huang Haoyan who was beside Ye Yuan still had not wrapped his brain around it until now, his 

entire person feeling muddle-headed. 
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He actually came back alive! 

This result was what he never expected. 

When Su Peiyun saw him, she jumped directly into his arms. 

“P-Peiyun, am I still alive? Am I dreaming?” Huang Haoyan said in disbelief. 

Su Peiyun flicked him, having tears through her smile as she said, “You’re still alive! You’re not 

dreaming! It was Master Ye who saved you!” 

“Right, right, right! Master Ye! It’s Master Ye!” 

Huang Haoyan suddenly startled awake and directly knelt down to Ye Yuan and said, “Many thanks to 

Master Ye for your life-saving grace!” 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “Alright, go back and rest. You take this Heavenly Tranquil Pill back. 

Refine it well.” 

This kind of grand spectacle had a great impact on Huang Haoyan’s mind. 

Right now, he was feeling ill at ease. It had a great impact on cultivation. He needed to adjust for a bit. 

Heavenly Tranquil Pill was the best heavenly pill for calming the spirit and focusing your mind. The grade 

of ninth grade perfection would naturally help Huang Haoyan stabilize his mind. 

Huang Haoyan received the Heavenly Tranquil Pill and felt incomparably touched and left with a 

thousand thanks. 

“Master Ye’s means is truly astonishing! What you saved isn’t just Huang Haoyan, there’s also all of 

these nine cities’ civilians! This Cui thanks Master Ye on their behalf for your great kindness!” 

Cui Tong gave a deep bow to Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan said with a smile that was not a smile, “Now, not planning on capturing me anymore?” 

Cui Tong’s old face turned red and he blushed and said, “Master Ye don’t blame me! It’s really that …” 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said indifferently, “Your ulterior thoughts can’t be hidden from me. Rest 

assured, I’ll leave behind a legacy in the Land of Heavenly South. But that’s my business. It has nothing 

to do with you, understand?” 

When Cui Tong and the rest heard that, they were immediately overjoyed and hurriedly said, “This Cui 

understands! Understands!” 

At this very moment, only then did Cui Tong know how ridiculous his previous thoughts were. 

Even the black shark general could not make Ye Yuan stay. Just the likes of them, three middle Jade 

Sovereign Heavens, how could they keep Ye Yuan behind? 

Cui Tong could not help rejoicing for not making a move back then. 

Otherwise, Ye Yuan would never have left behind his legacy. 



Cui Tong’s eyes swiveled around and he said, “Master Ye, since you have such a fearsome poisoning 

method, can we wipe the sea race out in one fell swoop ten days later?” 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and said smilingly, “Elder Cui, you’re thinking too much! How many hundreds 

of millions does the sea race living things are there? No matter how formidable my poison is, it’s also 

impossible to poison all of them to death!” 

Ye Yuan naturally knew Cui Tong’s thoughts. He wanted to slaughter the Thistle South sea race 

completely to avoid future troubles forever. 

It was just that, he was merely utilizing an empty-fort strategy previously. 

No matter how powerful the poison, it was also impossible to kill an entire sea region of sea race true 

spirits. 

Cui Tong opened his mouth wide and said with a shocked face, “You … You bluffed them?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “The power of my poison formation is the strongest within ten miles! Outside 

of ten miles, it’s beyond my ability! That black shark commander’s strength is quite strong, if it really 

came to blows, do you feel that I’ll have the chance to poison all of the seafolk to death? Slaughtering all 

of the seafolk, forget about me, even if a Saint Sovereign Heaven came, they can’t do it too!” 

“This … This …” 

“Master Ye, you’re playing mind games!” 

“Master Ye, once you get exposed, that’s dying without a burial ground! You’re really gutsy!” 

… … 

The city lord big shots present were all shocked until they stared at him dumbfoundedly. 

Not only did Ye Yuan hide it from the dragon son, he even hid it from the powerhouses in the city! 

Ye Yuan smiled lightly and said, “This matter seems dangerous, but actually, it’s very safe! Anyone who 

saw me instantly killing ten miles of seafolk will find it impossible to not be shocked. As long as he’s 

afraid, I’ll naturally be safe. At least, you all also thought that I could kill all of the seafolk, right?” 

Cui Tong and the rest were taken aback and actually could not find the words to refute it. 

Yeah! 

The impact of that scene was seriously too intense. 

Even if it was a peak Jade Sovereign Heaven powerhouse, it would also be impossible to instantly kill all 

of the powerhouses in a radius of ten miles! 

But Ye Yuan did it! 

Since he did it, that sort of psychological suggestion would be very strong. 

The seafolk feared death too, especially the royal clan. 

Therefore, the operation this time seemed dangerous but was actually very safe. 



The gazes of Cui Tong and the rest when they looked at Ye Yuan again were already full of awe. 

Forget that this boy was proficient in both alchemy and martial arts, he was also bold and meticulous, 

having everything under control. 

Using there was a gully in his chest and a universe in his abdomen to describe Ye Yuan was all too apt. 

Such a person was simply too monstrous! 

… … 

Ten days passed in a flash. 

The sea race army retreated, and the ocean became land once again. 

In ten days, Heavenly South City also completed the assembly of an army and rushed to Calm South City. 

Heavenly South army’s commander-in-chief, was Heavenly South City’s deputy city lord, Ning 

Guangcheng. 

Ye Yuan was not concerned about the changes in the outside world. 

During these ten days, he had been in closed-seclusion all along. 

After repeated battles, coupled with the help of heavenly pills, Ye Yuan’s strength already reached peak 

middle Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum. 

In these ten days, he was currently breaking through to upper Greater Sublime Heaven. 

Suddenly, one light halo after another suddenly lit up inside the secret chamber. 

Ye Yuan felt that his entire body started burning. 

“Mn??This is …” 

Ye Yuan looked at the Emerald Sea Divine Conch in front of him and had a look of shock. 

Ever since the battle outside the city, the Emerald Sea Divine Conch was being safeguarded by Ye Yuan 

for the time being. 

He could not see through this item all along. It did not seem like a grandmist treasure at all. 

Otherwise, even if he did not know the grandmist treasure, it would also not be to an extent of not 

recognizing it. 

This conch was too ordinary. 

But today, an undulation actually occurred. 

Furthermore, its undulation actually affected him! 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan’s expression changed, and he hurriedly calmed down. 

Within the secret chamber, spiritual energy suddenly gathered. 



In virtually an instant, Ye Yuan broke through the bottleneck and reached upper Greater Sublime 

Heaven! 

And this was not the end yet! 

Under the influence of the Emerald Sea Divine Conch, the blood in Ye Yuan’s body started burning 

crazily. 

His realm was soaring toward grand completion Greater Sublime Heaven! 

“Hehehe,?really interesting! I didn’t expect to actually meet a clansman!” Suddenly, a silver bell-like 

laughter sounded out in the secret chamber. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2658: Battling Dragon Girl 

“You’re from the Thistle South Royal Clan?” Ye Yuan looked at the six or seven-year-old little girl in front 

of him and asked with a frown. 

The little girl was captivating and cute, like a porcelain doll, delighting people when they saw her. 

There was a pair of horns on top of her head, showing her identity as a member of the Thistle South 

Royal Clan. 

Ye Yuan already knew that this Thistle South Royal Clan was actually a flood dragon lineage. 

A flood dragon was merely a low-level dragon race. Its bloodline was far from that of the true dragon 

race. 

But Ye Yuan could feel that the bloodline of this little girl in front of him was extremely strong. 

“You’re so lame, is there still a need to ask such an obvious thing?” The little girl said. 

Ye Yuan was taken aback and laughed in spite of himself as he said, “Alright, looking at your appearance, 

you’ve been hiding in the Emerald Sea Divine Conch all along?” 

Ye Yuan also did not expect that this Emerald Sea Divine Conch actually formed its own space and a 

member of the dragon race actually hid inside. 

However, this treasure had always been in Huang Haoyan’s hands. Ye Yuan did not probe it carefully 

either. 

This little girl was mischievous and had a sly look as she said, “Yeah, when that beautiful big sister 

entered the merfolk tribe, I knew that the chance came. Hence, I hid in the Emerald Sea Divine Conch 

and entered the Treasure Depository Pavilion. And then I was brought out by her.” 

Ye Yuan was dumbstruck with amazement from listening, looking at the little girl in shock. 

Heavenly South and Thistle South almost underwent a horrifying war, it was actually just because of this 

little girl’s prank? 

Feeling the unfriendly look in Ye Yuan’s eyes, the little girl was indifferent as she said with a grin, “Big 

Brother, don’t look at me with this sort of eyes. I’m scared.” 
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Ye Yuan smiled coldly and said, “Scared??Huhu,?do you know that your prank almost plunged hundreds 

of millions of lives into misery and suffering?” 

If not for Ye Yuan coming to Heavenly South in an accident arising from many causes, the land of nine 

cities would probably have already been razed to the ground. 

He was unable to tolerate this degree of prank. 

The little girl said without the least bit of care, “What does that have to do with me?” 

Ye Yuan frowned slightly and said in a solemn voice, “Then why did you show yourself now?” 

The little girl smiled and said,?“Uh,?no reason. I’m just telling you that I’m leaving.” 

“Leaving? Where are you going?” Ye Yuan frowned and asked. 

The little girl reached her hand out and beckoned. The Emerald Sea Divine Conch was hidden between 

her brows. 

“Of course, I’m going out for a stroll! I’ve long been yearning for the land and really wanted to go out 

and take a look. I’m going, bye bye!” 

Finished saying, the little girl took a step out and directly concealed into the void. 

Ye Yuan gave a cold snort and suddenly pointed a finger out. 

“Ouch!” 

The little girl felt pain and was actually directly forced out. 

She looked at Ye Yuan with a look of annoyance and said, “Hey, why are you bullying me?” 

Ye Yuan snorted coldly and said, “Your Thistle South Royal Clan launched a sea war for the Emerald Sea 

Divine Conch. Did you know that?” 

The little girl said with annoyance, “What has that got to do with me?” 

Ye Yuan frowned slightly and said in a solemn voice, “If you want to go, sure. Leave behind the Emerald 

Sea Divine Conch!” 

The girl snorted lightly and said, “Based on what?” 

Ye Yuan’s patience was worn out too and he said with decisiveness that could chop iron, “Not based on 

anything!” 

“Humph!?You’re merely a puny little Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum, that’s all. Do you really think 

that I’m scared of you?” 

The little girl had a black face, and she formed a spell with her hands. 

Immediately, the inside of the entire secret chamber was completely filled with water. 

Ye Yuan only felt that the surrounding heaven and earth spiritual energy was completely isolated. 



Along with that, he felt that his movements, his thinking, even the circulation of the divine essence 

within his body, all had become slow. 

The moment she attacked, this little girl was actually a lower Limitless Sublime Heaven. 

Furthermore, her application of water rule had almost reached the penultimate. 

The little girl said smugly,?“Humph,?can’t move anymore, right? To dare make a move against this 

young lady, looking for a rebuff!” 

“Is that so? Break for me!” 

Ye Yuan gave a cold snort, eight streaks of sword light suddenly bloomed. 

The powerful sword lights burst forth and actually directly blasted the water curtain apart. 

The little girl jumped in fright and said in shock, “How is this possible? Even if it’s a Limitless Sublime 

Heavenly Stratum, they can’t break free from my water domain space too! You actually did it?” 

Ye Yuan snorted coldly and said, “Originally, seeing that you were a little girl, I didn’t want to stoop to 

your level. Looking at it now, you’re really impervious to reason!” 

This girlie was completely unreasonable. 

Having caused this massive problem, she actually wanted to walk away from it. 

If he was still a middle Greater Sublime Heaven, he would really have to expend some effort to deal with 

this girl. 

But now, he already reached grand completion Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum. With his law 

attainments, how could he fear a lower Limitless Sublime Heaven? 

Even though this little girl was indeed formidable. 

“Humph!?Just the likes of you?” 

That little girl gave a cold snort, her hands forming a spell again. A water dragon condensed and 

emerged. 

When this water dragon appeared, it was akin to a living thing, carrying a pressure that stirred the soul. 

Great Dao Transformation! 

Bang! 

How could the secret chamber withstand this kind of pressure? It directly collapsed. 

The powerhouses in the city were instantly startled and rushed over one after another. 

“What happened? Who’s that little girl?” 

“Thistle South Royal Clan! Great Dao Transformation! This little girl’s strength is so strong! Probably 

even Dragon Son Huining can’t compare to her too! When did such a monster appear in the Thistle 

South Royal Clan?” 



“That little girl is formidable, but isn’t Master Ye more formidable? In a short ten days, he actually broke 

through two minor realms consecutively! Furthermore, he suppressed that water dragon completely, 

showing the might of his strength!” 

… … 

Those city lords were all extremely shocked. 

Ye Yuan only broke through for ten days and actually directly reached grand completion Greater Sublime 

Heavenly Stratum! 

This cultivation speed was a little too terrifying. 

What was even more surprising was that Ye Yuan’s combat strength could already confront a Limitless 

Sublime Heavenly Stratum head-on! 

One had to know, this little girl herself was an existence who could jump realms and battle! 

At this time, Ye Yuan’s eight transformed swords erupted with rays of brilliant light in the void, ravaging 

the water dragon full of injuries. 

The little girl’s complexion turned paler. 

She never paid attention to Ye Yuan at all before. Ye Yuan was merely an ant-like existence in her eyes. 

Who would have expected that the ant in her eyes actually forced her into a fluster? 

In the royal clan, she was invincible in the same rank! 

Even her elder brother, Dragon Son Huining, was not her match either. 

Now, she was actually forced into such a state by a Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum. 

“Humph!?Stinking big brother, bad big brother, you forced me!” 

The little girl’s glabella lit up, and the Emerald Sea Divine Conch appeared. 

A terrifying power instantly enveloped the entire city. 

The light halo spread out, shrouding onto the water dragon. 

That water dragon that was covered all over with wounds and scars actually recovered fully in an 

instant! 

Furthermore, its body became much more solid, its power rising to a new high compared to before. 

“Roar!” 

The water dragon opened its mouth and countless water arrows gushed out, flying straight for Ye Yuan. 

When everyone saw this scene, they were all greatly shocked. 

No one expected that that mysterious Emerald Sea Divine Conch actually became so powerful in this 

little girl’s hands. 



The power of the water dragon increased several times all at once! 

Under these water arrows, even if it’s a middle Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum, they would 

probably have to die with regrets too! 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned dark and he said with a cold snort, “Sword of Great Dao, chop!” 

Above the void, eight sword lights suddenly merged into one. 

An astonishing sword intent chopped down towards the water dragon under Ye Yuan’s control. 

At the same time, Ye Yuan brought out the Heavenspan Mountain and placed it in front of him. 

Those countless water arrows were unable to pierce through the Heavenspan Mountain at all. 

Swish! 

Under the sword, the water dragon was directly severed into two! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2659: Disciplining 

“Big baddy brother, how can you be so strong?” 

The little girl opened her eyes wide to look at Ye Yuan, a look of surprise on her face. 

A Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum was actually even stronger than her! 

She utilized the Emerald Sea Divine Conch and was actually unable to do anything to Ye Yuan. 

“But it’s useless!” 

It was only to see the little girl muttering something. The Emerald Sea Divine Conch seemed to have 

been inspired, bursting forth with an even stronger light halo. 

The entire Calm South City fell into a huge panic all at once. 

Cui Tong’s complexion was deathly pale as he said in shock, “Is this the power of a legendary grandmist 

treasure? This power seems to be like Heavenly Dao pressing down! Even if it’s a Jade Sovereign Heaven 

powerhouse, they will probably perish under this attack too!” 

Ye Yuan’s face finally revealed a solemn expression. 

The power of this grandmist treasure was simply too terrifying. 

Even he felt heart palpitations too. 

Without a doubt, once this move landed, it would absolutely be an earth-shattering blow! 

Most likely, the entire Calm South City would be directly destroyed. 

Ye Yuan did not expect that a little girl was actually so terrifying that she could unleash this kind of 

terrifying power. 
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Seeing that Ye Yuan’s expression changed, the little girl seemed to have the delight of winning and said 

with a giggle, “Big baddy brother, you know my prowess now, right? Relax, I won’t kill you. I’m just going 

to beat you flat on the ground!” 

Although the little girl was capricious, she did not seem to be a bloodthirsty person. 

Ye Yuan’s expression was livid. But right at this time, that mysterious calling sensation previously welled 

up in his heart again. 

It was precisely by absorbing this mysterious power, that Ye Yuan broke through to the realm of grand 

completion Greater Sublime Heaven within a short time. 

That was the power of bloodline! 

At this time, Ye Yuan naturally would not let go of this opportunity. 

Following that mysterious power, Ye Yuan searched for it. 

The blood in Ye Yuan’s body started boiling again. 

After ascending to Heavenly Stratum, the true dragon power in Ye Yuan’s body seemed to have already 

incubated, without the slightest activity. 

But at this time, this mysterious power was hooked out by the Emerald Sea Divine Conch. 

Ye Yuan suddenly snapped open his eyes and let out a cold cry, “Collect!” 

The terrifying power that covered the city immediately disappeared without a trace. 

The Emerald Sea Divine Conch also turned into a beam of light and flew into Ye Yuan’s hand. 

The little girl opened her eyes wide, looking at this scene with a look of disbelief on her face. 

“Y-Y-You … What did you do?” A look of fear finally showed on the little girl’s face. 

And the city full of people let out a long sigh of relief too. 

It was just that their eyes when looking at Ye Yuan became even weirder. 

Just how many trump cards did this guy have? 

The Emerald Sea Divine Conch was clearly this girl’s lifeblood treasure. How did it suddenly get collected 

by Ye Yuan? 

Ye Yuan looked at the little girl with an unfriendly expression and said with a cold snort, “It doesn’t 

matter what I’ve done. What’s important is what you’ve done!” 

Swoosh! 

His voice had yet to fade when Ye Yuan’s figure flashed, already arriving in front of the little girl. 

The little girl’s final reliance was also gone at this time, turning pale with fright. How could she still have 

the courage to fight back? 



Ye Yuan came in a threatening manner and scattered the divine essence that the little girl had gathered 

with a slap. 

Then, he scooped the little girl up and smacked the girl’s buttocks vigorously. 

Slap, slap, slap?… 

Smack after smack, making everyone dumbfounded with shock. 

That appearance was just like a father using corporal punishment on his child. 

These few slaps by Ye Yuan carried divine essence. 

The little girl’s tears actually streamed down like pearls in her pain. 

Each of Ye Yuan’s slaps was very vicious. The little girl was still unwilling to submit at first, attempting to 

condense divine essence to break free from Ye Yuan. 

But Ye Yuan did not give her the chance at all. Before her divine essence was gathered, it would be 

scattered by Ye Yuan. 

“Bad big brother! Stinking big brother! The number one baddest big brother in the world! Even Royal 

Father and Royal Mother can’t bear to hit me, but you actually dared to hit my buttocks! After going 

back, I’ll definitely tell Royal Father and have him hit your buttocks too!” 

The current little girl was exactly the same as an ordinary little girl. 

While Cui Tong and the rest exchanged glances, having shocked expressions on their faces. 

Without a doubt, this little girl’s royal father was the king of the Thistle South Sea Region, the Black 

Flood Dragon King! 

“Master Ye, you can’t hit anymore! Don’t hit!” 

Cui Tong hurriedly spoke up: “This little girl should be Black Flood Dragon King’s newly gained daughter 

100 years ago! I heard that she’s pampered to the extreme! Insulting Her Highness, Little Dragon Girl 

like this, Black Flood Dragon King definitely won’t let you off!” 

Heavenly South had always paid close attention to the Thistle South Royal Clan’s dynamics. 

A hundred years ago, Black Flood Dragon King and the merfolk tribe’s holy daughter got together and 

gave birth to a little dragon girl. 

This little dragon girl’s bloodline power was extremely powerful, even stronger than the Black Flood 

Dragon King! 

After being born, she was regarded as the apple in his eyes, and she was incomparably doted upon. 

This Little Dragon Girl was merely a hundred years old and was actually already Limitless Sublime 

Heavenly Stratum. Her talent could be seen. 

Ye Yuan was expressionless and was not moved at all. 



This little girl was lawless and unbridled and almost caused a great disaster. Yet, she behaved 

completely fine. 

Not teaching her a bit of lesson, she would surely be the bane of Heavenly South in the future. 

“Wah, wah, wah?…” 

Little Dragon Girl wept heavily, tears quickly turning into a huge ocean. 

Before long, Calm South City’s water level actually reached the knee! 

“Girlie, do you know that you’re wrong yet?” Ye Yuan said in a cold voice. 

“I’m not wrong!” 

Pah! 

“Know that you’re wrong yet?” 

“Ouch,?I … I know that I was wrong! Nice big brother, you’re my bestest bestest big brother, I beg you, 

stop hitting!?Sniff, sniff, sniff?…” 

Ye Yuan finally let the girl go, only to discover that her eyes were already swollen from crying. 

However, Ye Yuan did not have any psychological burdens. It was true that this lass was too roguish. 

A hundred years of age was merely just a child to the flood dragon clan. 

This lass was not wicked. But she was clearly spoiled rotten and was already lawless and unbridled. 

If he left her to leave today, disregarding that a long war would happen between Heavenly South and 

Thistle South, he would also be killed by her. 

This sort of thing made Ye Yuan very angry, so he struck extremely heavily. 

The little girl used an extremely hateful gaze to look at Ye Yuan, daring to feel indignant, but she did not 

dare to speak. 

Ye Yuan completely ignored her and said coolly, “If you want to leave, it is up to you! This Emerald Sea 

Divine Conch, I’ll be keeping it!” 

The little girl gritted her teeth and said, “Leaving the Emerald Sea Divine Conch, I’ll dry up and die on 

land! Humph! You’re forcing me to go back!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “So what if I’m forcing you? You, this girl, are too roguish. If you’re not disciplined, 

you’ll surely cause a disaster in the future!” 

What was scary was not roguishness, what was scary was an existence whose mischievousness became 

second nature, and had terrifying talent too. 

Ye Yuan knew that this little girl was extremely talented. 

At a young age, she already comprehended the rule of water to an extremely high realm. 



If she harbored malicious intent in the future, the people will probably be plunged into misery and 

suffering. 

“Alright, it’s almost time. I’m going to return the Emerald Sea Divine Conch!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

“Wait a minute!” 

Right at this time, there was an undulation from the transmission array in the city. Several figures 

appeared. 

After these few people came out, they just happened to hear Ye Yuan’s words and immediately stopped 

him. 

Cui Tong’s expression changed, and he hurriedly bowed as he said, “Deputy City Lord, Ironcore!” 

Ironcore looked at Ye Yuan and said coolly, “This Emerald Sea Divine Conch is the supreme treasure of 

the Thistle South Royal Clan! It can’t be returned! Today, my Heavenly South army has already gathered. 

Even if the Black Flood Dragon King comes in person, we won’t fear him either! Come, hand the Emerald 

Sea Divine Conch over to me!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 2660: Still Want It? 

Ironcore stretched out his hand, having an expression that it was natural and right. 

Cui Tong hurriedly said, “Brother Ironcore, this Emerald Sea Divine Conch was guaranteed by Ye Yuan to 

the dragon son with an origin divinity contract that he’ll return it. That’s why the seafolk would return to 

the coastline! If he doesn’t return it, Ye Yuan will die from Heavenly Dao’s backlash!” 

Ironcore said indifferently, “Exchanging a Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum for a grandmist treasure, 

this is a great bargain! Brat, hurry up and hand it over. Don’t force this city lord to make a move! 

Sacrificing you alone to bolster the Land of Heavenly South, your sacrifice is very meaningful!” 

Cui Tong was dumbfounded when he heard it, this Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum was not an 

ordinary Greater Sublime Heavenly Stratum! 

His significance was even greater than a grandmist treasure! 

“Brother Ironcore …” 

“No need to say anymore, this city lord’s mind is made up.” 

Cui Tong still wanted to explain more but was directly cut off by Ironcore. 

He looked at Ye Yuan and said coolly, “Boy, I give you three breaths of time. Hand over the Emerald Sea 

Divine Conch. Otherwise, this city lord is going to make a move.” 

“No need, you can directly make a move.” 

Ye Yuan was directly amused from extreme anger. This guy’s brazenness was really to the extreme level! 

He stabilized the situation of the sea war with his power alone. 
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This guy was good, wanting his life and the Emerald Sea Divine Conch the moment he came. 

Very good, very powerful! 

Ironcore’s face fell and he said in a cold voice, “Boy, looks like you’re refusing a toast only to drink to a 

forfeit!” 

“Drink your bloody head! Just the likes of you also want my Emerald Sea Divine Conch! See if I don’t take 

care of you! Big Brother, return the Emerald Sea Divine Conch to me, I want to teach him a lesson!” 

Before Ye Yuan said anything, Little Dragon Girl lost it first. 

Little Dragon Girl was young, but it did not mean that she did not understand anything. 

Ye Yuan taking the Emerald Sea Divine Conch, it was just to return it. 

But this deplorable guy wanted to take it for himself. 

If he really prevailed, she would probably have to die here too. 

Ye Yuan just smiled slightly and handed the Emerald Sea Divine Conch to her. 

He only took the Emerald Sea Divine Conch in through that trace of mysterious sensation just now. He 

did not know the method of usage at all. 

But Little Dragon Girl was different. 

After Little Dragon Girl got the Emerald Sea Divine Conch, she did not talk nonsense either, directly 

deploying it. 

A terrifying pressure descended once more! 

A huge wave gushed out of the Emerald Sea Divine Conch, directly crushing over toward Ironcore. 

Ironcore’s entire being was stunned. Before he had time to react, Little Dragon Girl had already taken 

action. 

Seeing the enormous wave smash over, Ironcore only felt his hair stand on end. 

However, he was, at any rate, a grand completion Jade Sovereign Heaven super powerhouse, it was 

naturally impossible to be taken down just like that. 

It was only to see him give a cold snort and suddenly smash a fist over. 

Boom! 

The terrifying fist force directly collided together with the enormous wave, emitting a violent explosion 

sound. 

But Ironcore’s entire person was directly smashed flying out. 

“Emerald Sea Tide, Endless Water Dragons!” 

Little Dragon Girl gave a light cry. The water level of the entire Calm South City practically rose several 

meters in an instant. 



Several dozen water dragons rose from the water! 

Everyone only saw that several dozen water dragons were dancing wildly in the air; utterly terrifying. 

The water dragons gave no chance for explanations, each and every one baring its fangs and brandishing 

its claws, rushing over toward Ironcore. 

Each of these water dragons actually possessed the strength of a Jade Sovereign Heavenly Stratum! 

From this point of view, when Little Dragon Girl was fighting with Ye Yuan previously, she probably did 

not even display one percent of her means. 

Fortunately, his bloodline power was even purer than Little Dragon Girl’s. That was how he collected the 

Emerald Sea Divine Conch. 

Otherwise, he would really be in an embarrassing situation. 

Each and every one of the powerhouses present was dumbstruck with amazement. 

They all knew that a grandmist treasure was powerful, but did not expect that it was actually this 

formidable! 

A Limitless Sublime Heavenly Stratum lass could actually summon dozens of Jade Sovereign Heaven level 

water dragons. 

She alone was equivalent to a large army! 

However, Ye Yuan knew that actually they had misunderstood. 

Ordinary people could not unleash the true power of Emerald Sea Tide at all. 

Little Dragon Girl’s dragon race bloodline was extremely pure. The Emerald Sea Divine Conch was her 

lifeblood treasure. That was how she could unleash its power to the maximum degree. 

It was also no wonder that she dared to run out alone. 

With this Emerald Sea Divine Conch, this little girl was practically established in an undefeatable 

position. 

It was just that probably even Little Dragon Girl herself did not expect to actually run into a freak like Ye 

Yuan, whose dragon race bloodline was even purer than her. 

“Dripping Water Penetrating Stone!” 

“Myriad Arrows Simultaneous Release!” 

“Dragon Prancing the Four Seas!” 

… … 

Under Little Dragon Girl’s control, the dozens of water dragons bombarded Ironcore frenziedly, virtually 

without resting in the least bit. 



However, Ironcore was well-deserving of being Heavenly South City’s deputy city lord too, his strength 

was incomparably fearsome. 

Although he only had the ability to parry, he barely managed to hold on. 

But Little Dragon Girl’s complexion started turning a little pale. 

Her cultivation realm was too low after all, how could she withstand such a huge consumption? 

“Big Brother, I almost can’t hold on anymore! Hurry up and lend me a bit of your true dragon power!” 

Little Dragon Girl said anxiously. 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and pressed his palm on Little Dragon Girl’s back. 

Boom! 

Little Dragon Girl’s tender face turned red all at once. 

That surging and pure true dragon power was akin to tidewater, making her empty dragon power 

become incomparably plentiful all of a sudden. 

Boom! 

Outside, those water dragons seemed to have received the summons, their stature suddenly increasing 

several times, their strength also greatly increasing! 

Ironcore was originally still being pleased with himself, planning on draining Little Dragon Girl. 

How could he know, this sudden change caught him by surprise. 

He only felt a tremendous force transmit over. Those water dragons breached his defenses 

unreasonably. 

One terrifying surge of force after another bombarded against his body. 

Ironcore spurted fresh blood wildly, only having the ability to parry and no more power to fight back. 

“Hahaha,?amazing! Big Brother, you’re really amazing! I’ve never felt such a powerful strength before!” 

Little Dragon Girl laughed like a silver bell tinkling, appearing very happy. 

While the powerhouses present were stunned. 

“This … What’s going on here? Why would Master Ye have such powerful true dragon power?” 

“I heard that Little Dragon Girl’s dragon blood is the purest in the Thistle South Sea Region! But it looks 

like Master Ye is a lot stronger than her!” 

“Freak! Really a freak! A grand completion Greater Sublime Heaven and a lower Limitless Sublime 

Heaven actually finished Deputy City Lord off!” 

… … 

A grandmist treasure was indeed a powerful treasure. It could greatly enhance a martial artist’s 

strength. 



But this kind of increment was also too terrifying. 

Two small fries together actually finished off a giant dragon. 

This conclusion, anyone would be shocked by it. 

“Hehe,?do you still want the Emerald Sea Divine Conch?” 

“Still want it?” 

“Mn??Still want it or not!” 

… … 

Ye Yuan’s dragon power was not powerful, but it was pure! 

Incomparably pure! 

Little Dragon Girl pummeled Ironcore onto the ground now, rubbing him on the ground over and over 

again. 

“Don’t want! I don’t want it anymore! Really don’t want anymore! My grandaunt, quickly stop!” 

Ironcore wailed. 

He was currently covered in injuries. Continuing to fight like this, even if he was made out of iron, he 

would be pummeled to death too. 

If not for his cultivation realm being much higher than Ye Yuan two people, he would have long died 

several times over. 

But, at this point, he had no other choice but to beg for mercy. 


